NEWSLETTER
March 2013, Issue 9

Hello!
March is a busy month for us so we’ve kept this issue short and sweet.
Below you can find out the latest product updates and enhancements, and we also
have an important notice for those users who integrate one or more of our solutions
to Exo business.

IMPORTANT: Integration with Exo version 8.5x
Please note that due to fundamental and structural changes in the latest release of MYOB Exo 8.5 (mainly in the area
of currencies/exchange rates), the current versions of all our VIS products (except for Xeno.NET) cannot yet be
integrated to this version.
We advise you to hold off upgrading your Exo database until we have completed updating our solutions to
incorporate these recent changes. The team are currently updating all our products with an expected ETA of midApril. Please talk to us before upgrading your Exo database to version 8.5x to discuss foreseeable consequences and
for a status update.

VI Assets
 New reports: GL transaction journals: detailed & summarized reports of the journals that have been posted into
your General Ledger (if integrated)
 Ability to choose the visible columns in the book history tab i.e. hide columns that aren’t important to you
 Supplier name added to the Physical Audit Listing report
 Pro only: Single/bulk rate updater/depreciation re-calculator: tool that lets you either update the depreciation
rate of a single asset or a bulk lot of assets that is effective from the 1st period of the current financial year, and
calculates a depreciation correction journal for the difference
 Pro only: Ability to set a default method and rate for each minor Category
 Fixed the location filter in the Fixed Asset Position and Depreciation Statement report

VI Importer
 Debtor Payments import: added bank, branch,
cheque number, and drawer fields
 Debtors import: added ‘credit terms’ field
 Contacts import: ability to specify the debtor/creditor
account contact is associated with as well as if they
are the default contact person

Xeno.NET API
 Integration with Exo v8.5
 Added AdjustOut and AdjustIn methods
Email Xiaomei@veryimpressive.co.nz to upgrade
your VIS software to the latest version now.

